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Before the Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan Hearings 

Stages 2&3 Chapter 2 Definitions 

Specifically “Airport Purposes”  

To: The hearings panel via the Independent Secretariat and Friend of Submitters. 

By email to:                                           Info@chchplan.ihp.govt.nz          

                                                                 Richard.Ball@chchplan.ihp.govt.nz 

By email and by way of service to:    Sarah.Scott@simpsongrierson.com for Christchurch Council 

                                                                 ben.williams@chapmantripp.com for CIAL  

Name & Submitter number     David M LAWRY   # 2154 

At the pre-hearing meeting ,relating to Stages two and three Chapter 2 Definitions, held at the 

hearings venue on Thursday 29th of October 2015 I was given five working days to make further 

submissions with respect to  “Airport Purposes” and the pending decision of the Judge as to if it 

is in scope or not.  

It is respectfully requested that the reasoning supporting the up-coming discretionary decision 

you may make, be reported to me in written form and that the specific questions I have asked 

be answered in a manner that assists me to understand your decision making process and 

reasoning for the actual decision. 

I make the following submissions: 

In my initial submission to the Hearing panel, dated 13 October 2014 at pages 11 -14, I made a 

specific request that the matter of defining “Airport Purposes“ be  dealt with before any further 

designation matters were made. 

Is it accepted that I made this request in a timely fashion and that I did indicate the need to 

confirm this definition before further designations were made? 

It is my understanding that definition issues are, as a matter of process throughout these 

hearings, being heard in conjunction with the hearing to which the specific definition matters 

pertain. 

Is this correct? 
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If so, why is it that the “Airport Purposes” definition matter was not heard with the designation 

matter to which it clearly pertains? 

Was this a scheduling error or is there another explanation? Who manages the scheduling? 

Is there any flaw in the logic, that if a specific definition is to be to be the subject of a hearing, 

such that the outcome of that definition hearing, could have an impact on any subsequent 

hearings that uses or relies on that definition, then the definition matter should be resolved 

before any hearing that utilizes or relies on that definition is heard? 

If this logic stands up why has this logic not been implemented in this case? 

The position I find myself in, is that as the designation issue has been concluded, and because 

the “Airport Purposes” definition was not joined to that designation hearing at that time, the 

result is the “Airport Purposes” definition cannot now be progressed, unless I can establish a 

live issue to which this definition pertains. 

Is this correct?  

If this is the situation, then is it accepted that the error is entirely of the making of the 

personnel managing the hearing’s process, and ultimately, under the presiding Judges 

leadership?  

If it is so concluded, that I have not in any way been the cause of the error, then I would submit 

that it is unreasonable for any adverse consequences resulting from that error to be visited 

upon me. 

Just as I made an error in submitting to that same designation hearing, within the directed 

process timeframe, and as a result have accepted the consequences of that error. I submit that 

as the process scheduling error is solely of the Hearing Panel staff making, the adverse 

consequences of that error should be owned and remedied by the Hearings Panel. 

If the now completed Designations Hearing has been tainted by this error, as I submit it has 

been, then the consequences, using any fairness and reasonableness test, falls to the Panel to 

rectify.  If that necessitates rehearing the matters of definition and designation together as they 

should have been, then so be it.   

This is the remedy sought unless proposed mediation between the parties arrives at another 

outcome suitable to all. 

If I have understood the situation correctly I am now being asked to identify a live issue that 

relates to “Airport Purposes”, or face the issue being found to be out of scope. This places the 

adverse consequences of the panel’s error unjustly on me.  
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SUBMISSION: WHY “Airport Purposes” Is Still A Live Issue And In Scope.  

A Statement of Expectations designed for the responsible Ministers, Brownlee and Smith exists. 

Its aim being to inform you and others engaged in this Replacement District Plan process of the 

Ministers desired outcomes. Presumably achievement of these expectations is amongst your 

highest priorities in leading this process. In layman’s terms, they are in the scope of the entire 

hearing’s process as an overarching requirement, holding such weight, as to allow the Judges to 

take actions to promote and achieve the desired outcomes. 

These outcomes are to be achieved by ensuring the Replacement District Plan reflects a 

reduction in the complexity and number of development controls, and in a manner that is 

significantly more easily understandable to laypeople. A major enabler of this is a focus on the 

use of easily understood language.  

Current barriers to a layperson’s ability to engage in the planning processes are sought to be 

significantly reduced, as are the timeframes for decisioons and litigation costs. The anticipated 

reduction in complexity and sheer number of development controls, combined with the strong 

focus on easily understood language, is a clear directive. If successful, this will significantly 

reduce the need for laypeople to engage the raft of expensive experts needed to navigate the 

current processes. A more layman user friendly arena is expected from the Independent 

Hearings process and resulting Replacement Plan one that grows trust in the democratic 

processes and bodies making such decision.   

Given this Ministerial overarching directive to achieve the above expectations, it is submitted 

that efforts by lay people to demystify existing language definitions such as what “Airport 

Purposes” actually means, are in scope and in fact, integral to the purpose of this entire 

exercise.  

No doubt I will be advised to seek legal advice as to what “on scope” means, therein exhibiting 

the very problem relating to the lack of clear language use.   

Obviously Land Planning, legal firms and the raft of connected experts have a vested interest in 

not making the process too understandable and user friendly, such that their services are no 

longer required by laypeople. 

Some indication of the reluctance on the part of the Christchurch City Council to put in effect 

these outcomes is exhibited when they tried to relegate the influence the OIC statement of 

expectations that was designed to inform this process to “near the bottom of the hierarchy of 

matters they should take into account in this process. (Refer Part 47 Independent Hearings 

Panel decision paper 26 Feb 2015). 
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I note that Sir John Hansen strongly corrected their inaccurate interpretation. He clearly stated 

goals of reducing complexity and number of development controls and using easily understood 

language were critical to the Replacement Plan process. 

This submitter simply asks for a definition of “Airport Purpose” to be determined in his original 

submission and indicated that this should be done BEFORE any hearings on designation matters 

be carried out. 

If easily understood language is critical to this process then I submit here is a good opportunity 

to cement that assertion by action. 

There is a huge background to the words “Airport Purpose”. At the heart of many of these past 

litigious debates, have been inquiries to decide what level of “aviation linkage” specific 

activities CIAL may desire to use land it has required, actually has, in order to cross the “Airport 

Purposes” threshold. 

To be fair there have been times Council have questioned CIAL development approvals of it. But 

I submit the litigious attitude that CIAL exhibits towards their owner has worn past objective 

assessment efforts down to the point that conflict of interest risks are now not being managed 

professionally. 

Further complicating matters is the fact that Special Airport Zone SPAZ rules have been allowed 

by Council to operate in conjunction with the Designation rules. The designation status triggers 

what processes are available to CIAL for further development of land it has under designation. 

It also triggers the actual choices of processes that can be taken to seek approval for the 

specific activity, such as outline decision making or Independent Commissioner Hearings. This 

dual set of rules has resulted in the enablement of activities under the designation that are not 

aligned with the underlying zoning. In the case of Dakota Park, applications for resource 

consents have been processed as non-complying activities on the basis of not meeting critical 

standard 3.3.3 which set out the activities permitted within the SPAZ. 

I raised this duplication of scope at PC84 hearings the findings of which are binding on this 

Replacement Plan. At page 13, point 36 Independent Hearings Commissioner Paul Thomas 

made the following finding in reply to this dual SPAZ and designation situation.  

[There also remains a high degree of uncertainty as to the precise scope of activities authorized 

by way of the designation. CIAL has sought to address this by way of promoting the duplication 

of scope rather than resolving the issue. “In my opinion this is not good practice in terms of 

District Plans where it is more effective and efficient for the underlying zone to a designation to 

focus on activities that should be enabled on the land in the event the designation is uplifted 
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and activities that should be enabled but go beyond the scope of activities of the requiring 

authority.”] 

While unable to address this duplication in PC84 he comments at point 37 that this can only be 

achieved by more fundamental review of both.  He then states at point 38 

“It is, I think somewhat ironical that CIAL firmly supports this overlapping regime when a 

principal concern of theirs, as expressed by a number of witnesses including Mssrs Boswell and 

Huse, is the “unclear and uncertain planning provisions in the City Plan” (Boswell EIC para 54.) 

What more firm direction does council require? They are told “It’s not good practice in terms of 

District Plans to allow this duplication” 

But in these hearings the very process aimed at producing clarity and reducing complexity does 

council seek to address this bad practice that is enabling CIAL? No it actually works to ensure 

the duplication remains and advises you there are no reasons to not simply roll over the 

designation. Simply dishonest and given the status of PC84 in this proceedings a matter I think 

should result in investigation as to why. 

Council indicates that they use Independent Commissioners to resolve, conflict of interest 

issues. However, as these Council selected Commissioners, ultimately only make 

recommendations back to Council, which then has the power to accept, modify, or reject those 

recommendations, I submit conflict of interest issues remain, especially, when dealing with land 

use planning approvals for their own company.  As exhibited above. 

When CIAL initially gained the power as a requiring authority to take land under compulsion, 

(14 March 1994), if need be, there was no uncertainty. There had to be a strong obvious and 

real aviation purpose. Such an obvious one, that no guidance was deemed necessary. As CIAL 

property development activities grew, to the current situation where profit from those 

activities far exceeds that from core aviation activities, this linkage has been eroded and 

continues to be. For example, the resource consenting process that allowed approval for 

RECALL, a data storage company in Dakota Park, resulted in that Independent Commissioner 

determining that the fact that Recall would use the Airport courier system during its activities, 

was deemed sufficient aviation linkage to fulfill the “Airport Purposes” requirement. 

Incidentally a major customer of RECALL is the Council. 

This finding cleared the way for this non-core aviation data storage activity, on land that had 

previously been obtained by CIAL, following service of notice of requirement on the Council in 

May 1994, from previous land owners. At the time this occurred the “Air Purpose” articulated 

in the Notice of requirement from CIAL to the Council was for a very specific air freight and 

cargo purposes which envisaged new runways leading to cargo and freight buildings allowing 
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direct roll up and unloading from planes to these buildings, that never eventuated. The 

projected growth of cargo and freight data that supported this was not independently tested by 

Council, a recurring theme, and has proven to be exaggerated by orders of magnitude such that 

even today, some twenty one years later, it is clear they never will be achieved.  

The accompanying attachment headed Airport Designation Issue: Dakota Park outlines research 

I have carried out detailing the facts surrounding the obtaining of this land by CIAL in 1994. In 

the interest of awakening thought about conflict of interest issue copies were given to Council 

and CIAL. Yet your panel was advised there were no impediments to simply rolling over the 

designation. Was that assertion to your panel an honest one?  

This degree of aviation linkage needed, has led to a raft of litigation to the highest Courts in the 

Land, Independent Commissioner Hearings, the commissioning of numerous expert and legal 

opinions, and significant animosity on the part of some of CIAL’s neighbours. 

A simple request, years ago, by either CIAL or CCC to the Environment Court could have 

determined the level of aviation linkage required, once and for all. While I fully understand 

CIAL’s reluctance to take such action as it would likely lose the flexibility it enjoys, I strongly 

believe Council, as the land usage approving authority, should have sought this clarity and been 

seen to have done so, given its ownership status. In my view an independent approving 

authority would have resolved this matter long ago by simply requesting the Environment Court 

to make a direction. It is no surprise to me that they continue to resist the clarity that a simple 

definition of “Airport Purpose”, would achieve in the current process. 

One elephant in the room is the question: Is it even proper that this property development 

company should continue to enjoy the powers of a requiring authority at all? Certainly the 

reasons that led to it being granted this extraordinary power no longer exist. I submit any 

objective approving authority would have asked this question quite some time ago.  

The need for Council to correctly manage perceived, or real conflict of interest issues, with 

regards to its company CIAL’s land planning requests is an obvious reputation risk factor.   

Interestingly, Judge Hansen had cause to remind the Council, through its legal representative of 

this, on the very day of this hearing, with regards to upcoming engine testing noise contours 

hearings. Judge Hansen indicated that if even at only the perception level, conflict of interest 

issues existed, and that it was inappropriate for Council to be calling expert witnesses from the 

same acoustics company as CIAL had indicated it intended to call acoustics witnesses from. 

A hallelujah moment for this submitter! 
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Should you determine that “Airport Purposes” is out of scope due to the error originating in 

your own hearings process you will effectively undermine the Ministers expectations for plain 

language usage and perpetuate the very uncertainty and complex planning arena this entire 

process has been created to reduce.  

If the desired outcomes are critical then take actions that reinforce that. Are the desired 

outcomes rhetoric, or of such importance so as to supersede scope issues and demand clear 

language definitions? 

A clear definition of “Airport Purposes” would in a stroke remove the litigation and reduce the 

current complexity. It would also give some assurance to submitters that at last a level of 

critical objectivity has arrived in determining CIAL land planning issues and good practice in 

terms of District Plans is being required of the Council. 

I note that Council seems to be supportive of CIALs live requests for a string of new complex, 

development controls. Engine testing noise contours, bird strike contours, new 50dBA activity 

restrictions that, if allowed will then be followed by further complex rules are all the subject of 

hearings. 

Is this development of even more complexity with new development controls, and probably 

unclear language, not totally contradictory to the expected outcomes of this process and your 

directed outcomes?   

I refer you to draft documentation headed, Order In Council, Section 32, Chapter 6 at point 

2.2.3 where it states that Council planners, while indicating that their job is to reduce 

complexity and development controls and to make it easier for ordinary people to understand 

the planning process, then proceed to seek to create an exception to these overarching goals, 

the exception being, “to protect infrastructure from noise sensitive activities”. While they are 

careful to not name Christchurch International Airport, it is this strategic item of infrastructure 

that this exception references, along with the Port.  

As this was a draft document when I picked it up on in March 2015, I simply ask if this exception 

has been agreed too? If such an exception has been agreed and is in place for these hearing, 

then I suggest the Council is failing to address its reputational risks yet again.  

It would explain why the council and CIAL are proceeding with the new matters in complete 

contradiction to the stated desired outcomes. Again perception issues of conflict of interest 

arise. I would respectfully suggest that the representative for Council raises the risks I am 

putting forward at the Council CEO level, not just at Planning Leadership level, if this has not 

been already done, before evidence is presented at these open hearings by lay submitters. 
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Does Council really desire to create complex new land use controls, in complete conflict with 

the Replacement Plans expected outcomes, to enable noise pollution, generated from engine 

testing, a commercial activity carried out by one of the tenants of its company CIAL?  

Would not on-site mitigation and operational mitigation be a wiser option? 

Our website on this matter is already resulting in effected persons living under the proposed 

new engine testing contours coordinating. Given the adverse impact on the value of their 

properties and quality of life, were the rules around “special consultation” required by section 

83 of the Local Government Act 2002 implemented? Was the “easily understandable” test 

passed? Did council establish and carefully assess all options for dealing with engine testing 

before supporting contours? If so where are the independent reports that rejected on site 

mitigation and operation change mitigation leading to contours being assessed by council as 

the best option?  

There are many points and are, I submit, another indication as to why CIAL requested land 

planning changes to Council should be heard together rather than scheduled all over this 

hearing process. Hopefully, not by the same person who left the “Airport Purpose” definition 

out of the Designation hearing. Is there going to be direction on this request? 

The ongoing aggregated impact of the favourable land planningoutcomes vested upon CIAL by 

Council decisions, and the ever growing adverse impacts on its neighbour’s land usage options, 

becomes very clear once the matters are viewed together.  

Being reasonable, and balancing neighbour’s land use needs and amenity values with CIAL 

requirements, seems to gain little weight from Council, the approving authority. The issue of 

compensation to those effected neighbors is mute. 

I note Wellington Airport company has paid out a $10,000 solatium payment to its neighbours, 

to compensate landowners for disruption and inconvenience for just having to consider the 

proposed runway extension proposal. It is accepted that neigbours will be adversely impacted. 

Neighbours receiving this payment retain rights to sell their property before the project goes 

ahead and oppose the plan itself. Quite a contrast to how CIAL treats its neighbours. 

 Heathrow Airport pays for insulation costs of its neighbours for operational noise mitigation 

where the lowest restriction outer noise restriction contour is 57dBA.  Regular re-evaluation of 

the contours has seen these operational contours reduced in 2012 to just over one tenth of the 

size of the area it did in 1974 and is the subject of further reevaluation.  That CEO’s focuses is 

“on site” and “operational mitigation” of adverse noise impacts and the land approving 

authority firmly ensures this balancing of needs and adverse impacts on behalf of its 

constituents. 
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In contrast Council will not even support a clear definition of what “Airport Purposes” means. 

A Suggested Way Forward 

A meeting of all the parties could take place, akin to a meeting in chambers, before you actually 

make the decision about “Airport Purposes”. 

My reasoning is that there exists as part of this process, a matter that relates to the noise 

experts agreement to re-evaluate the existing airport noise contours using an already agreed 

methodology, every ten years. I am a submitter to that matter, which until I raised it was not 

even mentioned. Initially, it appeared that CIAL and Council were of the view that this re-

evaluation agreement held little weight. However, following a recent conversation with council 

for CIAL it seems this is not the case. 

It maybe that such a meeting could have an outcome that removes the need for the “Airport 

Purposes” scope decision having to be made at all, and could also remove the need for a 

hearing on this re-evaluation of contours matter. 

I would like answers to my questions, especially if an exemption to the overarching 

expectations has been granted to Council and if its agreed the error in not hearing the “Airport 

Purposes” Definition matter in conjunction with the designation hearing is entirely of the 

Hearings Process making. 

Such a meeting may also assist council in risk assessment around alleged conflict of interest 

matters that have as yet not been disclosed. 

To make my stance clear, I desire both CIAL and the Council and Air New Zealand for that 

matter to be successful. I believe that some learning at Council Executive level around 

perceived, or real conflict of interest issues when dealing with CIAL land planning use requests, 

has already taken place. The current restructuring process may well address both structural and 

people issues. Hence, I feel there has been change. 

All I seek is a reasonable balancing of the needs of CIAL land planning requests and those of its 

neighbours, together with a more objective assessment by Council of CIAL submissions, with a 

view to requiring on site mitigation and operational mitigation of adverse outcomes of their 

tenant’s activities ahead of approving land development controls  

If this is approach is rejected then I thank you for the opportunity to have submitted on the 

matter and await your response to the questions asked and decision. 

 

David LAWRY      
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